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We present novel analytical solutions for linear–order gravitational waves or tensor perturbations
in a flat Friedmann–Robertson–Walker universe containing two perfect fluids, radiation and pres-
sureless dust, and allowing for neutrino anisotropic stress. One of the results is applicable to any
sub–horizon gravitational wave in such a universe. Another result is applicable to gravitational
waves of primordial origin, for example produced during inflation, and works both before and after
they cross the horizon. These results improve on analytical approximations previously set out in the
literature. Comparison with numerical solutions shows that both these approximations are accurate
to within 1%, or better, for a wide range of wave–numbers relevant for cosmology.
PACS numbers: 02.30.Hq, 02.30.Mv, 02.60.Gf, 04.25.Nx, 04.30.Tv, 95.35.+d, 95.30.Sf, 98.80.-k, 98.80.Cq,
98.80.Jk
I. INTRODUCTION
In 2016 observations by LIGO [1] have directly detected gravitational waves for the first time. The origin of these
waves was astrophysical: the merger of two large stellar mass black holes. In contrast, primordial gravitational waves
originating from inflation have been constrained, but not detected, by for example Planck satellite observations,
combined with data from BICEP2/Keck Array [2] and with other data sources [3]. The simplest inflationary models
consistent with these results tend to favour inflationary scenarios which generate gravitational waves of relatively low,
but non–negligible, amplitude compared with scalar perturbations.
In this paper we consider gravitational waves with sufficiently small amplitude to be modelled as linear tensor
perturbations travelling through a flat Friedmann–Robertson–Walker (FRW) universe filled with radiation and
matter. The matter component is pressureless dust, and our perturbation equations treat both radiation and matter
as perfect fluids. We allow for a source term due to neutrino anisotropic stress.
As recalled in for example Refs. [4–12], there are well known exact analytical expressions for the evolution of linear
tensor perturbations in a flat universe dominated by either radiation only or matter (pressureless dust) only. These
approximations do not work particularly well when used for a universe containing both radiation and matter. The
next simplest approximation is to use the radiation–only solution before the time of radiation–matter equality, and
the matter–only solution after that time. A slightly more sophisticated approach, used for example in Refs. [5, 6], is
to match these two solutions together at the time of radiation–matter equality, termed the “sudden approximation”.
Reference [6] shows that these approaches do not provide particularly good approximations to a numerical solution of
the linear tensor perturbation equation. In Ref. [7], a smoother transition is sought between the radiation and matter
solutions, fitting parameters to numerical solutions, a method which is most suited to dealing with wave–numbers
much lower (corresponding to much larger wave–lengths) than those we consider.
Later work in Refs. [8–12] is aimed primarily approximating the effects of neutrino free–streaming as expressed via
an integro–differential equation derived in Refs. [8, 13], rather than at improving accuracy in the perfect fluid model
of radiation and matter. In this paper we are improving the accuracy of the solutions also in the case of non-zero
anisotropic stress.
We now briefly survey the accuracy of the approximations of Refs. [6, 9–12]. References [6, 9], Ref. [11] and Ref. [10]
pursue three different forms of the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) method for finding approximate analytical
solutions for ordinary differential equations.
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2The methods of Refs. [6, 9] and Ref. [11] provide results which, when restricted to the perfect fluid case, are
accurate for primordial gravitational waves to within about 10% for inverse wave–numbers, evaluated at the present
day, of around 10–15 Mpc. Reference [10] presents another form of WKB approximation for a flat radiation–matter
universe. Restricted to the perfect fluid case, this provides a good sub–horizon approximation for gravitational waves
of primordial origin. However, it does not retain such good accuracy outside the horizon, and covers only one of the
two independent solutions of the governing equation for tensor perturbations.
A different kind of approach is pursued in Ref. [12], using sums of spherical Bessel functions of successive orders
to approximate tensor perturbations. However, Ref. [12]’s approach is best used for numerical calculations based on
expansions of very high order — they exemplify solutions to 20th and 100th order.
We derive improved results by employing a method set out, in a non–cosmological context, by Feshchenko,
Shkil’ and Nikolenko (FSN) in 1966 [14], and used by two of the authors in a recent paper [15] to approximate
the solutions of the ordinary differential equations governing scalar density perturbations. The FSN method is
well suited for solving linear second order ordinary differential equations, that also depend on a small parame-
ter, which here we take to be the inverse wave–number. In effect, this approach extends the WKB method of Ref. [11].
Following this introduction, in Section II of this paper, we recall the differential equation which governs tensor metric
perturbations, focusing on a flat radiation–matter universe, and also noting the simpler differential equation for a flat
radiation–only model and its analytical solution with and without neutrino anisotropic stress. In Section IV A, we
then use the method first set out in Ref. [14] to find an approximate analytical solution to the governing equation of
Section II. Because tensor perturbations are governed by only a single second order differential equation, application
of the method in this paper is more straightforward than the work of Ref. [15] on scalar perturbations where a set of
coupled differential equations is involved1.
Our approximation method is based on the sub–horizon assumption that the tensor perturbation has a wave–
number larger than the Hubble parameter. However, using numerical solutions, we can see that, for a wide range of
wave–numbers, it is possible to extend the approximation back to earlier times when the wave–number is similar to
the Hubble parameter. We find the approximation of third order in the inverse wave–number is accurate to within
1% or better for gravitational waves with a present day inverse wave–number less than, or equal to, around 17 Mpc.
Section V extends the analytical approximation to cover gravitational waves of primordial origin, from early times
when their wave–length is larger than the horizon through their subsequent sub–horizon evolution. Our approximation
to second order in the inverse wave–number accurate to within 1%, or better, for gravitational waves corresponding
to those with an actual present day inverse wave–number less than, or equal to, around 35 Mpc. This range includes
wave–numbers which represent scales of key relevance for structure formation in the Universe, and broadly corresponds
to CMB multipoles l & 120.
Section VI concludes the paper. It summarises the results and provides a brief discussion.
A Mathematica notebook which executes the approximation method automatically is available online at Ref. [16].
It enables all the approximations presented in this paper to be calculated in less than a second on a standard PC.
The template can be easily adapted for use with other, similar, second order differential equations.
Throughout this paper, we work in conformal time τ, with a dash indicating the derivative of a function with respect
to conformal time. We set the speed of light c = 1, co–moving spatial co-ordinates are denoted xi and Latin indices
i, j, k range from 1 to 3.
II. LINEAR TENSOR PERTURBATIONS
We now study linear perturbations in a flat Friedmann–Robertson–Walker (FRW) model with two non–interacting
perfect fluids — radiation and matter, the latter being pressureless dust. We begin with the background equations,
with the conformal time Friedmann equation for such a model being given by
H2 = 8piG
3
a2 (ρr + ρm) , (2.1)
1 The scalar perturbations of Ref. [15] depend on a pair of second order differential equations to determine the radiation density and
metric perturbations, plus an additional second order differential equation to get the matter density perturbation.
3where H is the conformal Hubble factor, G is the gravitational constant, a is the scale factor, ρr the homogeneous
radiation density, and ρm the homogeneous matter density. As usual, the radiation and matter densities obey
ρr ∝ a−4 and ρm ∝ a−3 , (2.2)
and, as noted in, for example, Refs. [15, 17], the scale factor is given by
a(τ) = aeq
(
τ
τc
+
τ2
4τ2c
)
, (2.3)
where aeq is the time of radiation–matter equality, τ is the conformal time, and τc =
√
2/Heq. In the following, we
will use a normalised conformal time co–ordinate and replace τ/τc by τ, giving us the simpler expression
a(τ) = aeq
(
τ +
τ2
4
)
. (2.4)
We also normalise the co–moving wave–number k by using the corresponding inverse units τ−1c = Heq/
√
2, and we
note that, in those units, the conformal Hubble parameter is then given by
H(τ) = 2 (2 + τ)
τ (4 + τ)
. (2.5)
For future reference, using the cosmological parameters of Ref. [3], we find that we have
Heq/
√
2 = 0.00727 a0 Mpc
−1 , (2.6)
where a0 is the value of the scale factor at the present time, assuming the universe contains only radiation and matter.
To compare inverse wave–numbers with actual present day distances, we use a value of a0 which takes account of
the expansion of the Universe due to dark energy. From for example Ref. [18], we find that the Universe is currently
some 16% bigger than it would have been without dark energy. If, as used implicitly in Ref. [3], we take the actual
present day value of a0 to be 1, then, in the universe with only radiation and matter assumed in Eq. (2.6) we have
a0 ≈ 1/1.16 ≈ 0.86, giving us
Heq/
√
2 = 0.0063 Mpc−1 . (2.7)
For use below, in drawing figures directly comparable with those of Ref. [9], we note the conformal time of
recombination, τr. Using the redshift of z? = 1089.90 from [3], we find τr = 2.56069.
To describe perturbations about this model, we follow the formalism of for example Ref. [19], and allow linear
perturbations to the metric. To linear order, tensor, vector and scalar perturbations decouple. We therefore can focus
solely on tensor perturbations and the metric then has a line element
ds2 = a2
(− dτ2 + [δij + hij ] dxidxj) , (2.8)
where hij are transverse, traceless metric tensor perturbations which depend on both τ and the co–moving spa-
tial co-ordinate x. At this linear order, transverse, traceless tensor perturbations do not depend on any choice of gauge.
The tensor perturbations have two independent polarisations, + and ×,
h+ij = h
+e+ij and h
×
ij = h
×e×ij , (2.9)
where the polarisation matrices e+ij and e
×
ij represent eigenmodes of the spatial Laplacian, each satisfying
∇2 eij = −k2 eij , (2.10)
and the Laplacian’s derivatives are with respect to the co–moving co–ordinate x, with k being the perturbation’s
co–moving wave–number.
The governing equation for the tensor perturbations with neutrino anisotropic stress is given, in general, by (see
e.g. MalikWands, Rebhan)
h′′ij(τ) + 2Hh′ij(τ) +∇2hij(τ) = 16piGpi(ν)ij , (2.11)
where pi
(ν)
ij denotes neutrino anisotropic stress, which obeys the constraints
piii = 0 , and ∂ipiij = 0 . (2.12)
For a perfect fluid piij = 0, but this is not true in general.
4III. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
We can now rewrite the general evolution equation for the tensor perturbations, Eq. (2.11) above, for the particular
cases we would like to find solutions. We start with simplest case, in which the anisotropic stress is vanishing.
A. Perfect fluid
1. Radiation and dust
As set out in, for example, Ref. [19], for a model where the energy density is in the form of perfect fluids, the tensor
perturbation parameters, h+ and h×, from Eq. (2.9) each are separately governed by the conformal time equation
h′′(τ) + 2Hh′(τ) + k2h(τ) = 0 , (3.1)
where H is again the conformal Hubble parameter and the dashes denote differentiation with respect to τ. Using
Eq. (2.5), we can therefore write Eq. (3.1) explicitly in terms of τ as
h′′(τ) +
4 (2 + τ)
τ (4 + τ)
h′(τ) + k2 h(τ) = 0 . (3.2)
This is the governing equation for linear tensor perturbations in a flat universe filled with radiation and pressureless
matter, without a cosmological constant, and with no source term due to anisotropic stress.
2. Radiation only
Similarly, we can derive the governing equation for linear tensor perturbations in flat universes which contain either
only radiation or only matter. Unlike, Eq. (3.2), the governing equations in each of these simpler models has tractable,
and well known, analytical solutions.
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FIG. 1: Components of the analytical solution for linear
tensor perturbations in a flat radiation–only universe, as
set out in Eq. (3.4) for a perfect fluid. The kτ axis is
logarithmic.
For example, with only radiation, the Friedmann equation
can be solved to show that a ∝ τ. We then have H = 1/τ,
giving us the governing equation for our perturbation, hr, as
h′′r (τ) +
2
τ
h′r(τ) + k
2 hr(τ) = 0 . (3.3)
As recalled in, for example, Refs. [4–7, 9, 10], it is well–
known that this can easily be solved analytically to give hr
as a linear combination
hr(τ) = As
sin(kτ)
kτ
+Ac
cos(kτ)
kτ
, (3.4)
where As and Ac are real constants set by initial conditions.
This solution also describes the evolution of gravitational
waves which originate very early in the history of a flat
radiation–matter universe, when the matter density can be
neglected relative to the radiation density. Any primor-
dial Ac component may be neglected because it decays very
rapidly in early times, as can bee seen from Figure 1. In
Section V, we will use this property to allow us to neglect
the Ac component for gravitational waves which have a very
early cosmological origin, such as inflation.
For use in the following sections, we recall that a perturbation with wave–number k is said to cross the horizon at
the time τk when H = k. From Eq. (2.5) we get
τk =
√
4k2 + 1− 2k + 1
k
=
1
k
+O
(
1
k2
)
, (3.5)
where the O (1/k2) means that the remaining part of the expression is of order 1/k2.
5B. Including anisotropic stress
1. Radiation and dust, including anisotropic stress
From III A 2 we have an analytical solution for the tensor perturbations in a perfect fluid. Here we denote how we
can extend this to include neutrino anisotropic stress, we first recall the expression for the anisotropic stress given in
Ref. [13],
piij(τ) = −4ρ¯ν(τ)H2
∫ τ
0
K(τ − t)h′ij(t)dt, (3.6)
where K is the kernel defined as
K(τ) ≡ 1
16
∫ 1
−1
dx(1− x2)2eixτ ,
= − sin τ
τ3
− 3 cos τ
τ4
+
3 sin τ
τ5
.
(3.7)
and ρ¯ν is the unperturbed neutrino energy density. To continue we then use Eq. (3.6) in Eq. (2.11). This gives the
integro-differential equation for hij(τ) firstly derived in Ref. [13] and popularised by Ref. [8]
h′′(τ) +
4 (2 + τ)
τ (4 + τ)
h′(τ) + k2 h(τ) = −24fν(τ)
[
4 (2 + τ)
τ (4 + τ)
]2 ∫ τ
0
K(τ − t)h′(t)dt. (3.8)
This is the governing equation for linear tensor perturbations in a flat universe filled with radiation and pressureless
matter, without a cosmological constant, and including a source term due to anisotropic stress, where fν = ρ¯ν/ρ¯.
2. Radiation only with anisotropic stress
For a radiation only universe Eq. (3.8) reduces to
h′′r (τ) +
2
τ
h′r(τ) + k
2 hr(τ) = −24fν(τ)
[
4
τ2
] ∫ τ
0
K(τ − t)h′r(t)dt. (3.9)
We proceed to use the method from [15] to get the solution for the first order h sourced by free–streaming neutrinos
to compare with the analytic result Eq. (3.4). This gives
hr(1)(τ) =
(
− i
k
)(
eikτ−fν(0)τ
τ
)
, (3.10)
which is less than 1% away from the analytic solution without anisotropic stress.
IV. ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR THE TENSOR PERTURBATIONS
In this section, we will derive an approximate analytical solution to the governing equation Eq. (3.2) valid in the
sub–horizon case, k  H. We begin by recalling the method of Ref. [14] as applicable to a single second order
differential equation, having a small parameter. Here, the small parameter is the co–moving inverse wave–number,
k−1.
As described in Ref. [15], the method consists of finding an approximation for h of the form
h(τ) = exp
[ ∞∑
s=0
∫
k−s+1 ωs(τ) dτ
]
, (4.1)
and for convenience, we write
ω =
∞∑
s=0
k−s+1 ωs(τ), (4.2)
6where ω depends on both τ and k, and we will regard k as a fixed parameter. We then have
h′ = ωh,
and h′′ =
(
ω′ + ω2
)
h .
(4.3)
A. Approximating perfect fluid tensor perturbations
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FIG. 2: Upper panel: Real components of the analyti-
cal and approximate solution for linear tensor perturba-
tions in a flat radiation–only universe without (solid black
line red dashed line) and with the effect of free streaming
neutrinos anisotropic stress with fν(0) = 0.5 (red dashed
line), as set out in Eqs. (3.4) and (3.10). Lower panel:
Imaginary components of Eqs. (3.4) and (3.10). The kτ
axis is logarithmic.
Using the approximation of Eq. (4.1) in our governing
equation Eq. (3.2), and dividing through by h, we get the
“characteristic” equation from which we will derive all or-
ders of our approximation,(
ω′ + ω2
)
+
4 (2 + τ)
τ (4 + τ)
ω + k2 = 0 . (4.4)
We can now substitute Eq. (4.2) into Eq. (4.4) and equate
coefficients of like powers of the inverse wave–number, k−1.
The calculation is similar to that set out in a Bessel type
differential equation in Ref. [15]. It can also be carried out
using the Mathematica notebook available online at Ref. [16].
We can form successive order smax approximations
h(smax) = exp
[
smax∑
s=0
∫
k−s+1 ωs(τ) dτ
]
. (4.5)
We find that h(smax) has complex values. Taking the real and
imaginary parts of h(smax) provides approximations for two
independent solutions of Eq. (3.2).
For clarity, we should point out that, in this paper, when
we describe an approximation as being of a particular order,
we are not referring to the order of the perturbation theory
(as described in, for example, Ref. [19]). We use the term
order in this context to refer to the value of smax in the
approximation of Eq. (4.5). We only use expressions of first
order in perturbation theory, and, to minimise confusion, we
consistently describe these as being of linear order.
The largest value of smax we shall use is smax = 3. This is
because trial against numerical solutions2 shows that larger
choices of smax do not uniformly improve the approximation
for all sub–horizon values of τ.
This third order approximation is to take any linear com-
bination of the real and imaginary parts of
h(3)(τ) =
1
τ(4 + τ)
(
4 + τ
τ
)i/4k
exp
[
ikτ +
1
2k2τ (4 + τ)
]
.
(4.6)
Recall, as set out following Eq. (2.3), that τ and k have been normalised in terms of
√
2/Heq and are therefore
dimensionless numbers.
We want to compare our approximations with numerical solutions.3 Figure 3 shows the h(3) approximation for
wave–number k = 10Heq/
√
2, plotted against the corresponding numerical solution.
2 In Section VII of Ref. [15] we set out a method for estimating which order approximation is the most accurate for a given value of τ
without employing numerical solutions.
3 As usual, our numerical solutions are derived from initial conditions. In Ref. [15] we had to use final conditions to manage a particular
numerical instability.
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FIG. 3: The real and imaginary parts of the approximate third order solution for a perfect fluid given by Eq. (4.6) (solid blue
line) and the numerical solution (dashed orange line) for Eq. (3.2) with k = 10Heq/
√
2. The horizontal axes show τ in units of
τr, the conformal time of recombination, calculated using Ref. [3]. The curves are plotted for values of τ after horizon–crossing.
The solid vertical line corresponds to radiation–matter equality, as defined by Eq. (2.4).
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FIG. 4: The solid lines show the absolute errors in the approximation of Figure 3 as
∣∣f(3)(τ)− f(τ)∣∣ , where f(3) is the real or
imaginary part, as appropriate, of h(3) from Eq. (4.6) and f is the real or imaginary relevant part of the numerical solution for
a perfect fluid. For comparison, the dashed line shows |1%× f(τ)| . Downward spikes in the lines represent points where the
value becomes zero. The blue solid line being below or level with the green dashed line indicates an error of less than or equal
to 1%. See the text for further explanation.
We want now to quantify the error in the approximation h(3). One way to try to do this would be to take the
numerical solution h and calculate the ratio
∣∣(h(3) − h) /h∣∣ . However, this runs into a difficulty. Since h is oscillating
and repeatedly takes zero values, unless there is no error at all at these zeros, the ratio
∣∣(h(3) − h) /h∣∣ will repeatedly
become infinite.
We therefore adapt our approach in order to avoid this problem. Broadly speaking, we estimate the typical error
compared with the amplitude of oscillation. To do this we first decide a target degree of accuracy, 1% say. We then
compare a plot of the error
∣∣h(3) − h∣∣ with a plot of the target accuracy, here 1% · |h| . Both plots will usually spike
repeatedly downwards towards zero. We consider that the approximation is accurate to within 1% if, spikes when
h = 0 aside,
∣∣h(3) − h∣∣ ≤ 1% · |h| . The will show on the graph as the plot of ∣∣h(3) − h∣∣ being level with, or below, the
plot of 1% · |h| (except near h = 0 spikes).
As shown in Figure 4, the h(3) approximation is accurate to within 1%, or better from horizon–crossing onwards
(τ ≥ τk). In fact, this degree of accuracy applies for wave–numbers k & 9Heq/
√
2 ∼ 0.07 a0 Mpc−1. Using Eq. (2.7),
this corresponds to actual present day distances of 17 Mpc.
The second order and first order approximations constructed by our method will also be of use in the next section,
and we set them out here. The second order approximation is to take any linear combinations of the real and imaginary
8parts of
h(2)(τ) =
1
τ(4 + τ)
(
4 + τ
τ
)i/4k
exp [ikτ ] . (4.7)
For use in Section V, we also write this more explicitly as
h(2)(τ) =
Bs sin
(
kτ + 14k ln
(
1 + 4τ
) )
+Bc cos
(
kτ + 14k ln
(
1 + 4τ
) )
τ(τ + 4)
, (4.8)
with Bs and Bc real constants. This second order approximation is accurate to within 1%, or better, from horizon-
crossing onwards, when we have k & 17Heq/
√
2 ∼ 0.12 a0 Mpc−1.
The first order, or leading order, approximation — as set out in [11] — is to take any linear combination of the real
and imaginary parts of
h(1)(τ) =
1
τ(4 + τ)
exp [ikτ ] ∝ exp [ikτ ]
a(τ)
=
cos (kτ) + i sin (kτ)
a(τ)
, (4.9)
which is accurate to 1%, or better, from horizon-crossing onwards, when we have k & 120Heq/
√
2 ∼ 0.87 a0 Mpc−1.
B. Approximating tensor perturbations with anisotropic stress
In this section, we compute an approximate analytical solution to the governing equation Eq. (3.8). The fraction
of the total energy density in neutrinos is [8]
fν(τ) =
Ω(a0/a)
4
Ωm(a0/a)3 + (Ωγ + Ων) (a0/a)4
=
fν(0)
1 + τ
, (4.10)
We follow the method described in Ref. [15] along with (3.7) and (4.10) to get an approximate solution to Eq. (3.8).
The third order approximation is to take any linear combination of the real and imaginary parts of
h(3)(τ) =
(
− i
k
− 2(2 + τ)
k2τ(4 + τ)
+
i[16fν(0)(2 + τ)
2 + 5(16 + 28τ + 15τ2 + 3τ3)]
5k3τ2(1 + τ)(4 + τ)2
)
× τ−(1+(i/k)α)(1 + τ)(i/k)β(4 + τ)−1+(i/k)γ
× exp
[
ikτ − fν(0)τ − 2i[−15(2 + τ) + 4fν(0)(6 + τ)]
15kτ(4 + τ)
+
16fν(0)(2 + τ)
2 + 5(16 + 28τ + 15τ2 + 3τ3)]
10k2τ2(1 + τ)(4 + τ)2
]
.
(4.11)
where
α =
5 + 8fν(0)
20
, β =
16
45
fν(0), and γ =
45 + 8fν(0)
180
. (4.12)
V. MODELLING PRIMORDIAL GRAVITATIONAL WAVES
In this section, we model the propagation of primordial gravitational waves from early times when the waves are
super–horizon, through to later times when they are sub–horizon. We do this by matching an approximate solution
for early times with a different one for late times. This gives us a solution valid for all times in the radiation–matter
model, not just when the waves are sub–horizon.
9FIG. 5: The real and imaginary parts of the approximate third order solution with free neutrino anisotropic stress given
by Eq. (4.11) (solid blue line) and the numerical solution (dashed orange line) for Eq. (3.8) with k = 100Heq/
√
2 and fν(0) =
0.40523. The curves are plotted for values of τ after horizon–crossing. The solid vertical line corresponds to radiation–matter
equality, as defined by Eq. (2.4).
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FIG. 6: Upper panel: The approximate solution, hrm,
of Eq. (5.5) (solid blue line) and the numerical solution
for a perfect fluid (dashed orange line) for Eq. (3.2) with
k = 10Heq/
√
2. Lower panel: The error in the matched
solution (solid blue line) plotted against 1% of the nu-
merical solution (dashed green line). In both panels: The
vertical dashed line is horizon–crossing, τk=10 ≈ 0.102,
which is very close to the matching point, τ = 0.1. The
solid vertical line is radiation–matter equality.
For early times, we use the radiation–only solution,
Eq. (3.4), while for late times we use the previous section’s
approximate solution h(2) from Eq. (4.8). We choose the time
at which we match these solutions to be τ = 1/k. We note
from Eq. (3.5) that for relevant values of k, the matching
time τ = 1/k will be close to the horizon–crossing time τk.
The form of the resulting equations will, however, be much
simpler than if we had done the matching at the horizon–
crossing time itself.
The derivation of the approximations set out in the previ-
ous section depended on the sub–horizon assumption, k 
H. However, below we show that, for k & 4.5Heq/
√
2, our
matching approach gives an approximation, hrm, which is ac-
curate to 1%, or better, through the whole radiation–matter
epoch. We use the second order solution h(2) in the matching
because trial and error shows it is the order of approximate
solution which works to within 1% for the widest range of
wave–numbers.
From Eq. (3.4), we have that the early time solution is
hr(τ) = As
sin(kτ)
kτ
+Ac
cos(kτ)
kτ
. (5.1)
As discussed above following Eq. (3.4), for gravitational
waves with primordial origin, we can set Ac = 0. We there-
fore take
hr(τ) =
sin(kτ)
kτ
(5.2)
to be our solution for τ ≤ 1/k.
From Eq. (4.8), we have our solution for τ ≥ 1/k as
h(2)(τ) =
Bs sin (λ(k, τ)) +Bc cos (λ(k, τ))
τ(τ + 4)
, (5.3)
where we have written
λ(k, τ) = kτ +
1
4k
ln
(
1 +
4
τ
)
. (5.4)
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We then need to choose the real constants Bs and Bc in
Eq. (5.3) to be such that hrm and h
′
rm are continuous. In other words, we ensure the values of the two functions
and the values of their first τ derivatives each match at τ = 1/k. The calculation is set out in the Appendix. From
Eq. (A10), we have the resulting matching approximation
hrm(τ) =

sin(kτ)
kτ
if τ ≤ 1
k
4k + 1
4k3τ(4 + τ)
[
4k sin
(
kτ + L(k, t)
)
+ µ sin
(
kτ + L(k, τ)− 1
)]
if τ ≥ 1
k
,
(5.5)
where
L(k, τ) =
1
4k
ln
(
1 + 4 τ−1
1 + 4 k
)
and µ = sin (1) + cos (1) = 1.38177... . (5.6)
This is our approximate analytical solution to Eq. (3.2), the governing equation for tensor perturbations (gravi-
tational waves) in a flat radiation–matter universe. As we now show, it is a good approximation both sub–horizon
(τ . 1/k) and super–horizon (τ & 1/k) for wave–numbers k over a wide range of values relevant for structure
formation in the Universe.
Figure 6 shows this matched solution, hrm, for k = 10Heq/
√
2 in its upper panel and in the lower panel plots
the error using the approach also used in Figure 4. The lower panel shows that the error is consistently less than
1%, both before and after horizon–crossing. We found that hrm has errors of 1%, or better for all τ , when we
k & 4.5Heq/
√
2 = 0.033 a0 Mpc
−1.
Using Eq. (2.7), this corresponds to hrm meeting our 1% accuracy test for all times, when we consider inverse
wave–numbers with actual present day values of less than, or equal to, around 35 Mpc. We can also express this in
multipoles, as used in CMB calculations, via the broad correspondence — see for example Refs. [11, 20, 21] — that
a multipole, l, receives its main contributions from present day physical wave–numbers kph ' cH0 l. Using this rule,
our range of 1% accuracy, k & 4.5Heq/
√
2, broadly corresponds to multipoles l & 120.
We found that matching using h(1) of Eq. (4.9), in place of h(2), obtains errors of 1%, or better for all τ , only when
we have k & 180Heq/
√
2 = 1.3 a0 Mpc
−1. That corresponds to actual present day inverse wave–numbers of less, or
equal to, around than 0.9 Mpc, and, broadly, to multipoles l & 5000.
In the Introduction, we referred to the WKB solutions of Refs. [6, 9], Ref. [10] and Ref. [11]. These aim to derive
approximations for primordial gravitational waves. We now compare these with our approximation — not restricting
our attention only to the perfect fluid case but considering the anisotropic stress due to free–streaming neutrinos as
well like Refs. [9–11] .
Turning first to the WKB approximation of Ref. [11], we note that this is the same as our leading order approximation
h(1) of Eq. (4.9). For primordial gravitational waves, along the lines discussed following Eq. (3.4), we are interested
in only the imaginary, sine, part of Eq. (4.9), which is proportional to
h(1),s =
aeq sin(kτ)
k a(τ)
=
4 sin(kτ)
kτ(4 + τ)
, (5.7)
where we have chosen the constant of proportionality so that h(1),s(0) = 1. Figure 7 shows that, for k = 10Heq/
√
2,
this gives errors of around 10%.
References [6, 9] presented another less straightforward form of WKB approximation. Figures in those papers show
that, for k ≈ 16.4Heq/
√
2 in Fig. 1 of Ref. [6], and for k ≈ 12.1Heq/
√
2 in Fig. 2 of Ref. [9], there are errors of around
10%, or greater. Their figures also show that alternative simpler approximations — using a radiation–only solution,
a matter–only solution, or the two matched together at τ = τeq in a “sudden approximation” — are all less accurate
than the WKB approximation of Refs. [6, 9], and so also much less accurate than our approximation hrm, given in
Eq. (5.5).
Our calculations suggest that the best approximation we have found in the literature for sub–horizon primordial
gravitational waves is the WKB solution explored in passing in Ref. [10]. That approximation is constructed for only
one of the two independent solutions of the governing equation Eq. (3.2). As can be seen from Figure 4, typically
one of a pair of approximate WKB solutions will be better than the other. For k = 10Heq/
√
2, and for sub–horizon
values of τ, the approximation of Ref. [10] is accurate to within about 0.8%, which compares with the accuracies for
the two approximations of Figure 4 of around 0.25% (real part) and 1% (imaginary part). When started outside the
horizon, Ref. [10]’s approximation becomes considerably less accurate than our matching approximation, hrm.
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FIG. 7: As for the lower panel of Figure 6, but using the
leading order approximation, h(1),s of Eq. (5.7), instead
of hrm.
The Bessel function approach of Ref. [12] also approxi-
mates primordial gravitational waves. As indicated in Sec-
tion I, a comparison with numerical solutions shows that
many terms are needed to derive accurate approximations.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work we have derived new analytic solutions to the
gravitational wave or tensor evolution equation at linear or-
der in cosmological perturbation theory, using the method
presented in Ref. [15] and including neutrino anisotropic
stress. The solutions depend on time, wavenumber, and the
ratio of the neutrino background energy density and the to-
tal energy density at τ = 0, fν(0), which allows to vary
the damping of the gravitational waves due to the neutrino
anisotropic stress.
We show how the method of Ref. [15] can be applied to a
integro-differential equation, and our solutions present a sim-
ple way to analyse the evolution of the tensor perturbations
in the presence of anisotropic stress. The analytic solutions
save computational time compared to solving the equations numerically, for example if we are interested in a wide
range of different parameter values fν , the ratio of neutrino to total background energy density. We have compared
our analytical approximation to numerical solutions with anisotropic stress and find that the difference between them
is within 1%.
A simple example will illustrate the usefulness of analytical solutions even in this day and age. In second order
cosmological perturbation theory, the governing equations include terms of the form hijh
ij . For example it has been
shown in Ref. [22] that different forms of the curvature perturbation at second order differ by terms proportional
to hijh
ij . To relate this to the expressions derived in the sections above, we can use that for a gravitational wave
travelling in the z–direction, for example,
hijh
ij = 2
[(
h×
)2
+
(
h+
)2]
, (6.1)
where h× and h+ are the two independent polarisations of the gravitational waves defined in Eq. (2.9). Then
substituting in the solutions of the model we are interested in, we get an expression of how much the different
curvature perturbations disagree in terms of, say, the wavenumber and the neutrino-radiation ratio fν . We shall
return to these issues in future work.
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Appendix A: Calculation of the matching conditions for approximating primordial gravitational waves
In this appendix, we calculate the matching conditions needed to obtain the solution in Eq. (5.5) of Section V. We
start by matching the values of the functions hr of Eq. (5.2) and h(2) of 5.3 at the conformal time τ = 1/k. This gives
sin(1) =
Bs sin
(
λ
(
k, 1k
))
+Bc cos
(
λ
(
k, 1k
))
1
k (
1
k + 4)
=
k2
4k + 1
{
Bs sin
(
λ
(
k,
1
k
))
+Bc cos
(
λ
(
k,
1
k
))}
,
(A1)
where
λ
(
k,
1
k
)
= 1 +
1
4k
ln (1 + 4k) . (A2)
Note that
∂ (λ(k, τ))
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ= 1k
= k − 1
kτ2 + 4kτ
∣∣∣∣
τ= 1k
= k − k
4k + 1
=
4k2
4k + 1
, (A3)
and
∂
(
1
τ(τ+4)
)
∂τ
∣∣∣∣∣
τ= 1k
= − 2(τ + 2)
τ2(τ + 4)2
∣∣∣∣∣
τ= 1k
= −2k
3(2k + 1)
(4k + 1)2
. (A4)
Using Eqs. A3 and A4 to calculate h′(2) (1/k) , we match the first derivatives of with respect to τ of hr and h(2) at
τ = 1/k to get
k cos(1)− k sin(1) = 4k
4
(4k + 1)
2
{
Bs cos
(
λ
(
k,
1
k
))
−Bc sin
(
λ
(
k,
1
k
))}
− 2k
3(2k + 1)
(4k + 1)2
{
Bs sin
(
λ
(
k,
1
k
))
+Bc cos
(
λ
(
k,
1
k
))}
. (A5)
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We can solve Eqs. A1 and A5 simultaneously to find
Bs =
4k + 1
4k3
{
4k
[
cos(1) cos
(
λ
(
k,
1
k
))
+ sin(1) sin
(
λ
(
k,
1
k
))]
+ [sin(1) + cos(1)] cos
(
λ
(
k,
1
k
))}
=
4k + 1
4k3
{
4k cos
(
1− λ
(
k,
1
k
))
+ [sin(1) + cos(1)] cos
(
λ
(
k,
1
k
))}
=
4k + 1
4k3
{
4k cos
(
1
4k
ln (1 + 4k)
)
+ [sin(1) + cos(1)] cos
(
1 +
1
4k
ln (1 + 4k)
)}
(A6)
and
Bc =
4k + 1
4k3
{
4k
[
sin(1) cos
(
λ
(
k,
1
k
))
− cos(1) sin
(
λ
(
k,
1
k
))]
− [sin(1) + cos(1)] sin
(
λ
(
k,
1
k
))}
=
4k + 1
4k3
{
4k sin
(
1− λ
(
k,
1
k
))
− [sin(1) + cos(1)] sin
(
λ
(
k,
1
k
))}
=
4k + 1
4k3
{
−4k sin
(
1
4k
ln (1 + 4k)
)
− [sin(1) + cos(1)] sin
(
1 +
1
4k
ln (1 + 4k)
)}
,
(A7)
where we recalled the definition of λ(k, τ) from Eq. (5.4). In going from the first to second lines of Eqs. A6 and A7,
we have used standard trigonometric addition formulae.
From Eq. (5.3), this gives us
h(2)(τ) =
4k + 1
4k3τ(4 + τ)
[
4k
{
cos
(
1
4k
ln (1 + 4k)
)
sin (λ(k, t))− sin
(
1
4k
ln (1 + 4k)
)
cos (λ(k, t))
}
+
[
sin(1) + cos(1)
]{
cos
(
1 +
1
4k
ln (1 + 4k)
)
sin (λ(k, t))
− sin
(
1 +
1
4k
ln (1 + 4k)
)
cos (λ(k, t))
}] (A8a)
=
4k + 1
4k3τ(4 + τ)
[
4k sin
(
kτ + L(k, t)
)
+ [sin(1) + cos(1)] sin
(
kτ + L(k, t)− 1
)]
, (A8b)
where again we recalled the definition of λ(k, τ) from Eq. (5.4), and we have defined
L(k, τ) =
1
4k
ln
(
1 + 4 τ−1
1 + 4 k
)
. (A9)
We used standard trigonometric addition formulae to go from Eq. (A8a) to Eq. (A8b).
From Eq. (5.2) and Eq. (A8b), the matching approximation is therefore
hrm(τ) =

sin(kτ)
kτ
if τ ≤ 1
k
4k + 1
4k3τ(4 + τ)
[
4k sin
(
kτ + L(k, t)
)
+ µ sin
(
kτ + L(k, τ)− 1
)]
if τ ≥ 1
k
,
(A10)
where µ = sin (1) + cos (1) = 1.38177... .
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Appendix B: Calculation of the anisotropic stress solution
The method described in Ref. [15] works best for equations like
Af ′′(τ) +Cf ′(τ) +Bf(τ) = 0. (B1)
so we take Eq. (3.8) and write it as a system of ordinary second order differential equations to get4
AX′′(τ) +CX′(τ) +BX(τ) = 0. (B2)
where
X(τ) =
[
x1(τ)
x2(τ)
]
=
[
h(τ)
h′(τ)
]
,
and
A =
[
1 0
0 1
]
, C(τ) =
[
0 −1
0 f2(τ)/f1(τ)
]
, B(τ) =
[
0 0
f4(τ)/f1(τ) f3(τ)/f1(τ)
]
,
where we have defined
f1(τ) = − 1
96fν(0)
τ2(1 + τ)(4 + τ)2
(2 + τ)2
, (B3)
f2(τ) = − 1
96fν(0)
τ(4 + τ){32 + τ(64 + τ [36 + 7τ ])}
(2 + τ)3
, (B4)
f3(τ) = − 1
96fν(0)
32 + τ
{
80 + τ [44 + 8τ + k2(1 + τ)(4 + τ)2]
}
(2 + τ)2
− 1
15
, (B5)
f4(τ) = − 1
96fν(0)
k2τ {4 + τ [16 + τ(16 + 3τ)]}
121569(2 + τ)3
. (B6)
Following Ref. [15] we need to further decompose B(τ) = B0(τ) +B−2(τ)k2 and those matrices are
B0(τ) =
[
0 0
0 b0(τ)
]
, and B−2(τ) =
[
0 0
b−2(τ) 1
]
.
where
b0(τ) =
4
{
8fν(0)(2 + τ)
2 + 5(8 + τ [20 + τ(11 + 2τ)])
}
5τ2(1 + τ)(4 + τ)2
, (B7)
b−2(τ) =
2
τ
+
1
1 + τ
− 2
2 + τ
+
2
4 + τ
. (B8)
Finally, we use the Double Power Series Method in Ref. [16] to get Eqs. (3.10) and (4.11).
4 Note. We are neglecting the term
∫ τ
0 K
′(τ−t)h′(t)dt that arises from differentiating Eq. (3.8) because numerically the value is negligible.
